
Below is an example of a crossnumber puzzle. This type of puzzle is much like a crossword, except that each 

square in the grid is meant to hold a single digit rather than a single letter. Also note that the clues are not 

given in the order that the answers appear in the grid. 

 

English Crossnumber Puzzle Example 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The answer to this example puzzle is given here:  

 

 

 

(L) Easy-Peasy-Malagasy (1/3) 

1 2 3 4

5 6

7

8 9

10 11

Clues     

Across   Down  

Answer # Answer  Answer # Answer 

Eight Sixty-seven thousand eight hundred 

ninety-three 

 Eight Sixty-five 

Eleven Forty-one  Four Sixty-one 

Five Thirty-eight thousand nine hundred one  Nine Thirty-one 

One Seventy-four  One Seventy-three 

Seven Two hundred forty-five  Six Nine hundred forty-eight 

Ten Fifty-five  Three Twenty thousand five hundred ninety-

four 

Three Twenty-six  Two Forty-eight thousand two hundred  

seventy-five 

1 2 3 4

5 6

7

8 9

10 11

  7      4    2   6 

  3   8   9   0   1 

   2   4   5  

  6   7   8   9   3 

   5   5     4   1 



Here is another crossnumber puzzle; this time, all of the numbers are written in Malagasy, an Austronesian 

language and one of the official languages of Madagascar. Your task is to complete this puzzle and answer the 

questions that follow it. Remember, the clues are not given in the same order as the answers in the grid. Al-

so, note that no answer has zero as its first digit. Note that you will only be graded on your answers to ques-

tions 1a through 1e; you will not be graded on the filled-in grid.  

 

Malagasy Crossnumber Puzzle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

(L) Easy-Peasy-Malagasy (2/3) 

Across   Down  

Answer # Answer  Answer # Answer 

Dimy Efatra amby enimpolo sy telonjato sy 

sivy alina 

 Efatra Iraika amby valopolo sy dimanjato sy 

efatra arivo sy fito alina 

Fito Dimy ambin’ny folo sy roanjato sy arivo 

sy fito alina 

 Enina Sivy amby roapolo sy telonjato 

Folo Iraika amby fitopolo  Iray Iraika ambin’ny folo sy fitonjato sy sivy 

arivo sy fito alina 

Iray Fito amby fitopolo  Roa Dimampolo sy zato sy fito alina 

Sivy Folo  Telo Fito amby enimpolo sy zato sy enina arivo 

sy alina 

Telo Fito ambin’ny folo    

Valo Valo amby enimpolo sy sivinjato sy dimy 

arivo sy alina 

   

1 2 3 4

5 6

7

8

9 10



L1. 

(L) Easy-Peasy-Malagasy (3/3) 

a. 7 

                       

                       

                       

                       
                       

b. 15,968 

                       

                       

                       

                       
                       

c. 99,573 

                       

                       

                       

                       
                       

d. 80,638  

                       

                       

                       

                       
                       

e. 817 

                       

                       

                       

                       


